
New Solutions for Old Problems



Transfer of ULD assets- a very 
old problem

RECOMMENDED	that,	when	a	unit	load	
device	(ULD),	loaded	or	empty,	is	
transferred,	the	Transferring
Party	shall	provide	 the	Receiving	Party	a	
receipt	(in	paper	or	electronic	form)	for	
the	transferred	unit(s).
When	a	receipt	in	paper	form	is	used,	
the	ULD	Control	Receipt	as	shown	 in	
Attachment	‘A’ hereto	shall
be	used.	The	Transferring	Party	shall	be	
entitled	to	a	confirmation	from	the	
Receiving	Party	and	the
Receiving	Party	shall,	 once	verified,	
countersign	the	ULD	Control	Receipt



A 20th century process for a 
21st century industry



What’s holding us back?

LEGACY	PROTOCOLS	
AND	SYSTEMS



Are you ready for the future 
of ULD asset management?



Current status

• IULDUG 40+ years old
• Upgraded around 2007
– Transitioned from paper print outs to online
– Removed from IATA mainframe to independent server
– Remains under service contract with Unilode
– Process around 35000 transactions per year



Legacy
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About 50% of transactions 
not routine



40 years on

• Maybe 90% of ULD transfers conducted outside the 
scope of IULDUG

• ULD “ discipline” almost non existent
• Multiple parties handling ULD assets with extremely 

low control
• Use of IATA ULD Control Receipt become “optional”, 

no consequence for failure to follow IATA procedures.



IULDUG Evolution

Function 1970-2008 2008-2018 Future

Physical Recording Paper	UCR Paper	UCR Smart	phone	APP	with	
terminal input	as	option

System	Input SITA	MUC	messages SITA	& Email	MUC	messages Data	feed

Processor Main	frame Server	 Cloud

System	Output Paper	print outs On	line On line	and	data	feed



ULD Control Manual 
Procedure

10.3.1 Carrier/Participant Field Office Procedures
When transferring a Unit Load Device (ULD) to another carrier or participant, the following action
should be taken:
(a) complete a ULD Control Receipt as per Recommended Practice 1654 (see Chapter 6);
(b) forward original (white) copy to your Head Office ULD Control Centre;
(c) provide receiving carrier/participant with a copy (green) of the Control Receipt;
(d) retain a copy (pink) on the Field Office file;

in order to expedite the input of information to the Head Office ULD Control Centre, it is recommended that 
Field Offices, in addition to forwarding the white copies of completed Control Receipts, also send an LUC message 
for each completed Control Receipt, on a daily basis.



AHM 422 Control of Transferred Unit 
Load Devices



IULDUG evolution



Solution Delivery

OR



ULD Transfer



Data management



Output evolution



Screen Output

• Region
– N. America
– Europe
– S. America
– Asia
– etc



N. America

• Atlanta: AKE 100, PMC 220, PLA 25
• Los Angeles: AKE 75, PMC 300, PLA 14
• New York: AKE 120, PMC, 235, PLA 10
• Chicago: AKE 130, PMC 180, PLA  0
• etc



Atlanta drill down

• ATL 100 AKE, 200 PMC, 25 PLA
– ABC Cargo terminal 50 AKE, 100 PMC, 12 PLA
– Acme forwarders 25 AKE, 50 PMC, 9 PLA
– Joe’s forwarders 25 AKE, 50 PMC,4 PLA



Forwarder drill down

• Acme forwarders:
– Within free demurrage:  15 AKE, 40 PMC, 9 PLA 
– 1-3 days overdue: 4 AKE, 8 PMC
– 4-6 days overdue: 1 AKE, 2 PMC



Blockchain

• Blockchain and Asset tracking
– A perfect application
– Scalable
– Integrate with smartphone APP
– Immutable



What can we get from a new 
system

• Ability to handle ” real world” addresses, expand footprint
• Instantaneous date entry and update- provide ULD controllers 

with accurate real time information on their ULD fleet.
• Eliminate unreliable and inaccurate paper based actions
• Add photographic evidence of ULD condition
• Ability to manage variable demurrage rates
• Bring discipline back to ULD



Why ULD CARE?

• Industry neutral platform
• Build on existing IULDUG system
• Non competing, potential to collaborate with other 

industry bodies
– IATA
– ASA
– FIATA

• Who else can/will do it?



Why Now?

• Current system cannot go on for ever, we may find that the 
underlying software is not longer supported ( eg. Windows NT)

• New technology now available
• Opportunity to drive change in the manner ULD are used
• Current system relying on outdated data entry model, new tech 

enables us to bypass legacy messaging.



Stand alone or partnership?

• Partnership opportunities
– ASA
– IATA
– FIATA
– Others

• Models
– Risk sharing partner
– Loan



An old old problem

• ULD have underpinned the spectacular growth in Air 
Cargo

• The evolution of ULD operations from  airport to 
airport airline operations to a system wide multimodal 
operation was never planned, it just happened.

• The principles and processes governing the transfer of 
ULD between parties are unchanged since the 1970’s.

• Much of the ULD operational activity is performed 
without discipline, a result of weak chains of 
responsibility



New Solutions

• Mobile Apps
– Replace pencil and paper with hand held and QR codes
– Matched with BLE and other tagging systems
– Dependable

• Blockchain
– Designed to manage the transfer of ”tokens” ( ULD) in an 

immutable manner.


